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LSU Featured in LLM GUIDE’s Top Ten List for 2017
LSU has been selected as a top school in LLM GUIDE’s recently published Top 10 Lists. We are in the Top
10 for Energy Law, together with of some of the finest programs in the world:
https://llm-guide.com/lists/speciality/top-llm-programs-for-energy-law
These Top 10 Lists are not intended as definitive or scientific rankings; instead they are editorial lists
compiled by taking a few factors into consideration, including offered concentrations, existing rankings,
international balance, and location.

Journal of Civil Law Studies, Volume 9, No. 2, Available Online
Access Volume 9 Number 2 and all previous volumes: http://digitalcommons.law.lsu.edu/jcls/.
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Juris Diversitas, 5th Annual Conference, Lyon, July 10-12, 2017
Volume 9
Number 2
2016
___________________________________________________________________________
CONFERENCE PAPERS
The Louisiana Civil Code Translation Project:
Enhancing Visibility and Promoting the Civil Law in English
Le projet de traduction du Code civil louisianais :
Améliorer la visibilité et la promotion du droit civil en anglais
Louisiana State University, Paul M. Hébert Law Center, April 10–11, 2014
Part. 2 Worldwide Perspectives


Les termes comme miroir et loupe d’une société ?
L’exemple du Code civil italien ................................................................................. Enrica Bracchi



Pourquoi et comment former des juristes trilingues ? ....................................... Dominique Garreau



Translating the Charitable Affectation in Private Law ...................................... Anne-Sophie Hulin



Ruminations Around the Dictionary of the Civil Code ............................................ Alain Levasseur



Jersey: Vocabularies of Coûtume and Code ................................................................. Steven Pallot



A Dialogue to Conclude a Conference on Legal Translation:
Synthèse à deux voix ................................................................ Matthias Martin & Olivier Moréteau
CIVIL LAW IN THE WORLD



Brazil....................................................................................................... Lucas Abreu Barroso et al.



China.................................................................................................................................. Bing Shui
BOOK REVIEWS



Mixed Legal Systems, East and West .................................................................... Stephen Thomson



Basic Questions of Tort Law from a Comparative Perspective ............................. Michael L. Wells

The Journal of Civil Law Studies, Volume 9, No. 2, Now Online
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Juris Diversitas, 5th Annual Conference, July 10-12, 2017, Lyon, France:
Call for Papers
Professor Olivier Moréteau, President of Juris Diversitas, invites you to
participate in the 5th Annual Conference, to be held on July 10-12,
2017, in Lyon, France. The theme is Law & Food, La cuisine juridique.
Submissions will be accepted until the end of April. There will be
paralell sessions of 90 minutes each, with three speakers (20-minute
presentation and 10-minute discussion).
The Theme:
For its 5th Annual Conference, Juris Diversitas revisits its culinary origins, expressed in the logo. The links
between law and food are as old as the concept of law. Babylon, Egypt, Greece, and Rome cared about
access to water resources and food, whether it came to trade or protection. Since times immemorial,
Bhutan makes sure every citizen has access to a minimal acreage of land to secure food for the family.
Whilst religions multiplied food prohibitions and prescriptions, customs redistributed land, shared its occupancy in creative ways, or favored communal property so that everyone had access to food. Laws have
multiplied to facilitate food trade, security, safety, traceability, and also to promote and protect food and
wine production, using trademarks and geographical denominations. In addition, the language of food
and cooking offers legal thinkers and teachers mouth-watering metaphors, comparing rules to recipes,
and their combination to culinary processes.
All law related food topics, whether liquid or solid, vegetal or animal, real or symbolic, tasty or toxic, old
or new, homemade or industrial, fast or simmering, whether connected or not to the environment, sustainable development, climate change, literature, art, science, faith, beliefs, or any dimension of human
experience may be revisited in an interdisciplinary perspective from the moment they intersect with rules,
norms, or prescriptions of all kinds. You are invited to cook and share food for thought at every possible
level, past, present, and future, local, regional, and global, topical and utopic, and feed at a two-day and a
half worldwide intellectual banquet in a truly unique culinary
capital of Europe.
Submissions:
Panel proposals and interdisciplinary presentations are strongly
encouraged, as is the participation of doctoral students and
scholars from outside of the discipline of law. While parallel
sessions featuring three presentations of twenty-minute each
will be the pattern, more creative arrangements are encouraged.
Proposals should be in English or in French. Proposals of circa 250 words (or 1000 words for panel proposals with three or more speakers) should be submitted to Professor Salvatore Mancuso at:
jdlyon2017@yahoo.com by April 30, 2017, with a short biography paragraph listing major or relevant
publications. Make this a single Word document with minimal formatting, so that proposal and biography
can be copied easily into the conference program.
Registration Fees:
€200 or €125 for Juris Diversitas members paid up for 2017. Membership and fee payment information is
available on the Juris Diversitas Blog (http://jurisdiversitas.blogspot.com/). Note that fees do not cover
travel, accommodation, or the conference dinner (€50).
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Professor Moréteau Inducted into the French Republic’s Ordre des Palmes
Académiques
On Thursday, Feb. 9, three LSU faculty members were inducted into the French Republic’s prestigious Ordre des Palmes Academiques, or the Order of the French Academic Palms. The award recognizes both
foreigners and French who promote French education and culture.
LSU College of Art & Design Dean Alkis P. Tsolakis and Center of Civil Law Director and Assistant
Dean Olivier Moréteau were both bestowed the grade of Officier. Center for French and Francophone
Studies Director and the Phyllis M. Taylor Professor in French Studies Alexandre Leupin received the grade
of Chevalier, or knight.
Prof. Olivier Moréteau said:
“This is a great recognition for my modest efforts to promote the French culture and language in Louisiana, here at LSU Law, where I teach a class in French and send many students to France, also by making
the Louisiana Civil Code available in English and in French on websites and soon on paper,” he said. “During my whole academic career, 22 years in Lyon and soon 12 at LSU, I have worked at developing legal and
cultural exchanges, promoting student and staff mobility, making foreign cultures accessible to the French
and French culture to students and folks outside France, particularly in Louisiana.”

(left to right) The Consul Général de France Monsieur Grégor Trumel, Professor Alexandre Leupin,
Professor Olivier Moréteau, Dean Alcibiades Tsolakis, LSU President F. King Alexander.

Claudia Castro Valle Visits from Honduras
Ms. Claudia Castro Valle, a Lecturer in Environmental Law, Civil Law, Commercial Law and General Theory
of the State at Universidad Tecnológica Centroamericana (UNITEC), San Pedro Sula, Honduras, is visiting at
the LSU Law Center as a CCLS guest researcher, from February 25 to April 7. She is a doctoral candidate at
the University of Valencia School of Law (Spain), and her research topic is “Mass litigation for
transboundary environmental tort in Central America.” On April 3, she will present on “The basic
elements for a uniform Private International Law model to expedite transboundary Mass Tort
Environmental Litigation in Central America.”
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